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Spotlight. Enhance the performance and looks of your Fiero with this plastic air intake scoop.
The scoop protrudes about 2"" outside the body surface to allow more air to enter the air box.
The ultimate dog bone is made of TIG welded chrome moly steel tubing with polyurethane
bushings. It is far less prone to wearing out like the factory piece and comes painted black with
red bushings. A cracked EGR tube will cause a large vacuum leak resulting in a high idle
situation. This tube will not be prone to cracking like the GM original. If your tube is still original,
think about replacing it before problems occur. Your factory upper intake bolts are probably
starting to chip or rust. Our chrome-plated replacements will help bring the shine back to your
upper intake plenum. These replacements bolts have a Each bolt in the set has the same size
head unlike the originals and are quick and easy to replace. Parts Every Fiero Needs. If you are
looking for quick and affordable ways to improve your Fiero, check out our list of parts that
every Fiero needs at least once during its lifetime. Here's the excuse that you were looking for
to get rid of your filthy ash trays, throw out your torn shift and e-brake boots, replace your
missing lug nut caps, and fix so many of the other details that are frequently overlooked. Now
Back in Stock! After a long absence, The Fiero Store is proud to again offer the front rubber
cradle mount bushings and sleeves. If these bushing are bad, the whole rear of the car can
become unstable. The Fiero Store has reproduced the long discontinued and easily broken
trunk lamp lens. Each lamp also includes the copper bulb connector. Cruise Control Vacuum
Canister. If your cruise control does not function properly, then your original cruise canister
may be rusted and no longer holding vacuum. This aftermarket canister is a direct replacement
and includes the one way valve and pre-molded vacuum hoses. Fiero Logo Floor Mats. These
custom fit floor mats feature plush material with "Fiero" or "Fiero GT" embroidered on each.
The Fiero Store has reproduced this long discontinued rear window defrost switch. This switch
mounts on the speedo pod and activates the rear window defogger. Home Privacy Contact.
Browse Products. Great service Part delivered to my door in one day. Toggle Navigation. GM
Parts Depot. Text Us. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. Pontiac Fiero. You can
edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong.
Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle
below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close
the Cart. Questions about the site or your order? Text us at Please include your VIN when
contacting us. Home Pontiac Fiero. GM certified means no worries, start your search now for
authentic Pontiac Fiero parts for repairs, upgrades and maintenance. Let us assist you in your
search for Genuine Pontiac Fiero Parts. Managers Specials. GM Accessories. Select a Category.
Address: Bank St. Average 4. Blockhouse, NS. Fort Erie, ON. Legal Policies. Links My
Information Testimonials. Data Agreement While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. The unlikely nature
of the Fiero's existence - a mid-engine sports car from GM - was matched only by its unfulfilled
promise of inexpensive performance. The Pontiac Fiero's genesis began in the 70s, when GM
realized the market potential for an inexpensive and fuel-efficient commuter car. The Pontiac
division got the job, but because of budget constraints was forced to use off-the-shelf parts
rather than design a proper sports car from the ground up. Thus, the original Pontiac Fiero
looked great, with Italian proportions and a low price. But underneath was the front suspension
of a Chevy Chevette and a rear suspension made from a modified Citation front end. Sporty
handling just wasn't in the cards. Although the Fiero initially debuted to rave reviews, the
motoring press quickly turned on Pontiac's little two-seater, due in no small part because of the
introduction of Toyota's vastly superior but similar MR The Fiero also had other problems. The
four-cylinder engine was a weak-kneed 2. In addition, early versions of the Fiero were
particularly prone to overheating and low oil levels. If the oil got too low, the engine could seize,
breaking a connecting rod and ultimately spilling oil onto hot engine components, causing a
fire. Even though it was infrequent, with fewer than cars reported to the NHTSA, the Fiero
gained an unshakable reputation as unreliable and fire-prone. The car never lacked in the looks
department though. The first GM car to use plastic panels attached to a steel space frame, the
Fiero received frequent styling updates. It also got Chevrolet's 2. The Fiero GT sported even
sharper bodywork and got a five-speed manual to go with the V-6 engine, while the previous
year's GT styling became the mid-level SE. By , the Fiero finally got the suspension that the
engineers had wanted in the first place, with a heavily revised front and completely new rear.
The Fiero was finally a true sports car, but it was too late, as the Fiero's sales had fallen
precipitously. Sensing that two-seat sports cars would not remain popular, GM pulled the plug

abruptly during the model year, a year before the wildly popular Mazda Miata was introduced.
As an interesting side note, a second-generation Fiero was already under development at the
time. The car would have been sleeker and much more powerful, sporting either the
Oldsmobile-developed Quad 4 or a twin-cam V-6 developed for the Chevy Lumina. Sadly, it was
never developed beyond a styling concept. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Pontiac Fiero. The Pontiac Fiero's genesis began in the 70s, when GM realized the market
potential for an inexpensive Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this menu right
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life. For more information go to The Pontiac Fiero still lives all over North America and many
other countries even if it only lasted for four years, to After so much discussion with the heads
of the General Motors, the creator, Hulki Aldikacti, finally succeeded and started the production
of the Pontiac Fiero. However, there was one condition. The condition was that in producing the
model, they are only to use GM parts for its design. Therefore, the Fiero is a mix of the available
GM parts then added by the unique body style and other designs. When it was introduced in the
market, the Fiero was the first American mid engine car ever released and it was also the only
two-seater car Pontiac has ever produced. It consists of three model variations: the Indy Fiero,
which was a reproduction of the Indianapolis Fiero, the SE and the base coupe. Fiero cars are
carefully constructed with crumple zones, stress points and was built with ply-steel making it
very safe and strong. Its composite panels too are of the same materials used on modern cars
similar with the Camaro, Firebird and Saturn. Designed by George Milidrag and Hulki Aldikacti,
the Pontiac Fiero was both fierce and radical when it was launched in Many "firsts" were
introduced in this vehicle, which included a mass-produced mid-engine, pop-up or hidden
headlamps, and sweeping plastic body panels. It was also fuel efficient, thanks to its 2. Given
the Fiero's sport-tuned engine and transmission, maintaining these parts can be expensive. But,
if you're a proud owner of this ride, preventive maintenance won't leave a dent on your wallet if
you do it regularly. Avoid expensive transmission repair bills with these quick maintenance tips.
Modern cars, such as the Fiero, have their transmissions linked closely to their engines. This
helps maximize the engine's torque, fuel consumption, and overall driving dynamics. However,
if your car's engine starts to develop mechanical problems, it could put a strain on its
transmission. It's important to have your engine undergo routine tune ups. A well-maintained
engine reduces the stress on your vehicle's transmission, thus, prolonging its service life. A
simple tune up is all you need for a worry-free driving experience. Keeping your vehicle's
transmission lines clean is an essential part of routine maintenance. Grime and dirt can cause
fluid build-up, which can clog these lines. Avoid clogged lines by wiping off debris from all your
Fiero's parts, such as the transmission's gaskets, pan, case, and sealing surface, and any dirt
residue found on its exhaust system. Accumulated dirt can damage your transmission. Always
keep its lines clean. Driving habits can affect your transmission's moving parts. Aggressive
shifting or rocking between gears can cause them to wear out. Change your gear-shifting habits
by paying attention to the transmission's speed. Ease off the gas and let the shift pick up speed
normally. This helps reduce the load on your clutch and prolong its service life. If you start
ignoring possible transmission problems, they could lead to a potential breakdown. Your car's
transmission is complex, and it needs special attention. Avoid the headaches of expensive
repairs and lost hours in the auto shop by checking it for problems. Signs of a failing
transmission include drops of fluid on your garage's floor or slow response while changing
gears. If you experience these, have your mechanic service your vehicle. Early detection will
help you avoid a major transmission overhaul. Transmission parts such as the seals, filters, and
pan gasket are designed to wear out over time. These parts need to be included in your
transmission's routine maintenance. Check its seals and filters for dirt or damage. Replace
these parts if they're worn-out to avoid clogging the transmission lines. Cracked or worn pan
gaskets also need immediate replacement because these may cause fluid leaks. Leaking
transmission fluid may cause shifting problems, which can eventually lead to mechanical
failure. Replacing these worn-out parts is part of your transmission's preventive maintenance.
Overlooking this step may lead to a serious road accident. Enjoy driving your Pontiac Fiero by

remembering these tips. Prevention is key in your beloved car's longevity. Considered radical
for its time, the mid-engined Fiero was the first and only mass produced sports car by an
American automaker. It is also the first two-seater car produced by Pontiac since its coupe
models. Though this model was only sold for 5 years, it had a sweet and successful run. In fact,
it has gained a cult following even until today with many people considering it as a collectible.
Initially, the management at General Motors was against making a new two-seater sports car
that would compete with the Chevrolet Corvette. However, the oil crisis at that time proved to be
a great opportunity for the company to release a sporty yet fuel-efficient commuter car. This
paved the way for the Fiero to emerge and it used a fuel-efficient version of the 2. It also had a
mid-engine layout, hidden headlights, and unique styling, which made it look more exotic and
appealing. Production of the Fiero began in and it was sold immediately a year after in four
trimsâ€”base, 2M4, SE and Indy. Because of this, a limited edition Indy Pace Car edition was
released in the market and over 2, units of this car were sold. The GT model of the Pontiac Fiero
was introduced to the market in It looked much like the Indy model and its engine received
upgrades due to insistent public demand. It was also powered by a 2. In , the market welcomed
the fastback roofline in Pontiac Fieros. This look was designed by Berton Italian Autos. Upon
first look, it would be easy to mistake the Fiero for a Chevrolet Corvette save for its unique body
style. The Base coupe of the model was furnished with different kinds of upgrades both at the
front and rear. This includes non-aero noses, which made the car look smooth. On its last year,
the Fiero received more changes and upgrades. In a span of five years, , Fieros were produced
by Pontiac. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Select Your Vehicle Part. Pontiac Fiero Air Filter. Pontiac Fiero Alternator. Pontiac Fiero
Automatic Transmission Filter. Pontiac Fiero Axle Assembly. Pontiac Fiero Axle Shaft. Pontiac
Fiero Ball Joint. Pontiac Fiero Battery Cable. Pontiac Fiero Blower Motor. Pontiac Fiero Brake
Booster. Pontiac Fiero Brake Caliper. Pontiac Fiero Brake Disc. Pontiac Fiero Brake Master
Cylinder. Pontiac Fiero Brake Pad Set. Pontiac Fiero Catalytic Converter. Pontiac Fiero
Distributor. Pontiac Fiero Engine Control Module. Pontiac Fiero Fuel Filter. Pontiac Fiero Fuel
Line. Pontiac Fiero Fuel Pump. Pontiac Fiero Gas Cap. Pontiac Fiero Head Gasket Set. Pontiac
Fiero Headlight. Pontiac Fiero Headlight Motor. Pontiac Fiero Ignition Coil. Pontiac Fiero Muffler.
Pontiac Fiero Oxygen Sensor. Pontiac Fiero Serpentine Belt. Pontiac Fiero Spark Plug. Pontiac
Fiero Spark Plug Wire. Pontiac Fiero Starter. Pontiac Fiero Sway Bar Link. Pontiac Fiero Timing
Chain Kit. Pontiac Fiero Turn Signal Switch. Pontiac Fiero Water Pump. Pontiac Fiero Window
Motor. Pontiac Fiero Wiper Blade. Pontiac Fiero Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Pontiac
Fiero Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Pontiac Fiero
Customer Reviews. Dec 21, Works as advertised. Included everything needed. Could have better
instructions. Alejandro Amor. Purchased on Dec 04, Dec 06, Both high and low tone horns
included. No guess work. Price was reasonable. Duane Wong. Purchased on Nov 25,
Replacement Direct Fit Horn - Tone. Nov 26, Horns will work. OEM style horn looks like it will
work. Pontiac Fiero Guides. The Pontiac Fiero then had a plague with bad connecting rods
resulting to engine fire hazards that caused them to fall. But they acted on it real fast and made
sure they corrected the problem and assured everyone that all the Fiero models are okay for
marketing. Every Pontiac Fiero model was equipped with a 2. But because there were lots of
complaints about its lack of power, improvements were done in With the GT model released, it
was supported with a Chevrolet built, Pontiac tuned, multiported 2. This new engine surely
suited the Fiero. Teamed up with a 4 speed transmission and retaining the four cylinder but with
the 5 speed Isuzu built transmission which soon became an all manual trans
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mission car made the on lookers interested with this model. With the fast rising popularity, the
introduction of the new "fastback" really made huge improvements for Pontiac. These
developments were enough to motivate Fiero to compete with other cars, and not long with the
good offer of the V6, American style torque combined with its independent suspension, disc
brakes and many more, Fiero became a very competitive sports car. Though there are other fast
cars out there, none can deliver Fiero's performance and fun factor. Plus, it is very reasonably
priced. So don't take your Fiero car for granted. Maintain your car by using original high quality
Pontiac Fiero parts, which is widely available all over automotive shops, car magazine's
classified ads and even in the web. Pontiac Fiero: Wild, Proud, and Fierce. Designing a wild car.
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